Introduction {#s01}
============

Organismal development, somatic tissue differentiation, and germline immortality require both genome stability and the proper spatiotemporal regulation of transcription. One of the dominant features of higher eukaryotic genomes is the prevalence of repetitive sequences, which must be transcriptionally silenced to preserve genome stability ([@bib70]). Essential for this repression is the methylation of nucleosomes on histone H3 lysine 9 (H3K9me), which allows such domains to be segregated away from active euchromatin ([@bib36]; [@bib63]; [@bib45]; [@bib33]). In addition to repetitive or constitutive heterochromatin, terminally differentiated cells restrict their capacity to assume alternative cell fates through the segregation of silenced tissue-specific genes into heterochromatic domains, which are also marked by H3K9me3 ([@bib39]; [@bib54]; [@bib70]; [@bib43]). The spatial segregation of heterochromatin requires H3K9me2/me3 ([@bib63]) and components of the inner nuclear membrane (INM), including nuclear lamins and associated factors ([@bib54]; [@bib21]; [@bib23]).

H3K9 methylation in *Caenorhabditis elegans* is established by two conserved histone methyltransferases (HMTs). MET-2 ([@bib3]), a homologue of mammalian SETDB1/2, mediates mono- and dimethylation, while SET-25 shares homology with Suv39H1/2 and G9a and mediates H3K9me3 along with me1 and me2 ([@bib63]). Histones bearing H3K9me2 or me3 in *C. elegans* are bound by heterochromatin protein 1 (HP1) homologues HPL-1 and HPL-2, as well as by the MBT domain protein LIN-61 ([@bib29]; [@bib1]). All three readers contribute to transcriptional repression. A fourth H3K9me reader in worms is the INM protein CEC-4, which has an HP1-like chromodomain that mediates the perinuclear tethering heterochromatin in embryos, without conferring repression ([@bib21]).

Unlike the situation in mammals, *C. elegans* embryos lacking detectable H3K9 methylation, i.e., *met-2 set-25* double mutants, are viable and differentiate ([@bib63]; [@bib70]). However, they show temperature-dependent defects in development and a loss of fertility when cultured at ≥20°C ([@bib19]; [@bib70]). The absence of H3K9me leads to the transcription of all classes of repetitive elements, RNA:DNA hybrid accumulation, and increased mutation rates, particularly over repeats, which is the likely driver of the DNA damage--induced germline apoptosis that renders these animals sterile ([@bib70]). Similar sterility phenotypes have been observed in worms lacking key "readers" of H3K9 methylation, such as the HP1-like factors HPL-1 and HPL-2 ([@bib37]).

Recent observations have suggested that heterochromatin may possess liquid droplet--like properties dependent on the concentration of the H3K9me reader HP1, which is thought to contribute to membrane-free separation of chromatin domains ([@bib31]; [@bib55]). Droplets form in part through weak interactions between intrinsically disordered domains found in heterochromatin-associated proteins ([@bib16]; [@bib40]). HP1 accumulation in heterochromatin has been proposed to depend in part on this property of phase separation.

Whereas HP1 proteins recognize H3K9 methylation, it is unclear how MET-2 itself is targeted to repetitive regions that need to be transcriptionally repressed. Previous results suggested that an overexpressed mCherry::MET-2 fusion protein localized to the cytoplasm of early *C. elegans* embryos ([@bib63]). In contrast, we show here, by tagging the endogenous *met-2* locus to generate a fully functional fusion, that MET-2 is enriched in the nucleus at the nuclear periphery in irregular-sized foci, throughout *C. elegans* development. These foci appear and disappear with the cell cycle and seem to be generated by weak intermolecular interactions. Surprisingly, MET-2 focus formation is not dependent on known heterochromatic H3K9me readers, but rather on the physical association of MET-2 with the highly disordered protein LIN-65. Loss of LIN-65 recapitulates phenotypes associated with *met-2* deletion, including extensive reduction in H3K9me2 levels, aberrant transcription of repetitive DNA and tissue-specific genes, loss of heterochromatin anchoring at the INM, and temperature-dependent sterility ([@bib1]; [@bib46]). Interestingly, MET-2 and LIN-65 foci are dispersed by temperature stress, and both proteins are required for recovery from heat shock. Taken together, these findings suggest that MET-2 concentrates into foci through interaction with LIN-65 to ensure the appropriate methylation of histones in heterochromatin and its subsequent sequestration at the INM. This, in turn, ensures the transcriptional repression that is necessary to maintain germline integrity.

Results {#s02}
=======

The H3K9 methyltransferase MET-2 accumulates in nuclear foci {#s03}
------------------------------------------------------------

To study MET-2 regulation under physiological conditions, we tagged the endogenous *met-2* locus with a C-terminal *flag::mcherry* cassette. In contrast to earlier results obtained with an overexpressed mCherry-tagged MET-2 ([@bib63]), MET-2::FLAG::mCherry expressed from its endogenous promoter was enriched in the nucleus throughout embryonic and larval development ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). RNAi knockdown of *met-2* in the MET-2 fusion expressing strain confirmed that the mCherry signal arises from MET-2 (Fig. S1 A). Moreover, the total levels of H3K9me2, repeat repression, and reproductive brood size in the MET-2::FLAG:mCherry strain ([Fig. 1, B and C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; and Fig. S1, B and C) were similar to those in wild-type worms ([@bib70]), confirming that the tagged protein is functional.

![**A functional MET-2::mCh fusion forms nuclear foci through *C. elegans* development. (A)** Confocal sections of MET-2::FLAG::mCherry (red) and Hoechst (blue) in a pregastrulation *C. elegans* embryo and L1 stage larva. Bar = 5 µm. **(B)** Western blot of whole-cell lysates of wild-type (N2), *met-2(n4256)*, and *met-2::flag::mcherry(gw1419)* embryos blotted for H3K9me2, mCherry, and MRG-1 as a control (quantified in Fig. S1 B). **(C)** Number of viable progeny of strains used in B cultured at 20°C (N = 2, *n* = 50; P values calculated using two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test). **(D)** Representative Z-projected images from time-lapse series (2-min intervals) of early embryos, showing MET-2::FLAG::mCherry foci in S-G2 phase, identified by GFP::PCN-1. For movies, see Videos 1 and 2. Bar = 5 µm. **(E)** Left: Representative images of MET-2::FLAG::mCherry or GFP::PCN-1 FRAP over time. Interval between images, 6 s. Bar = 5 µm. Right: One representative experiment of three biological replicas is quantified. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval. *n* = 9 and 12 nuclei, respectively.](JCB_201811038_Fig1){#fig1}

In embryos, MET-2::FLAG::mCherry was concentrated in a highly variable number of nuclear foci ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Given that early embryonic cells are undergoing extremely rapid cellular division, one possible source of this variability was the cell cycle. To test this, we crossed the MET-2::FLAG::mCherry tag into worms expressing the PCNA homologue PCN-1 fused to GFP (*gfp::pcn-1*), to monitor MET-2 localization with respect to DNA replication. We found that MET-2 was excluded from the chromatin during mitosis and G1 phase but accumulated in bright nuclear foci during S phase, peaking in G2 ([Fig. 1 D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This is consistent with a report showing that in mammalian cells, the MET-2 homologue SETDB1 is associated with histone chaperone CAF1, which deposits nucleosomes on newly replicated DNA ([@bib34]; [@bib8]; [@bib68]).

The cell cycle--dependent formation of foci led us to examine the dynamics of MET-2 association with the foci. Using FRAP, we selectively ablated mCherry or GFP signal within independent MET-2 or PCN-1 foci and measured recovery of signal over time. We found that the MET-2 signal recovers completely and rapidly (half-time of recovery, 2.64 s), in contrast to PCN-1, which marks replication foci (half-time of recovery, 10.87 s; [Fig. 1 E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that MET-2 has a high exchange rate between focal and nucleoplasmic populations, a characteristic attributed as well to the droplet-forming heterochromatin factor HP1 ([@bib31]; [@bib55]).

Consistent with the notion that heterochromatin becomes more stable as the replication cycle slows and cell type--specific transcription increases, we found that the MET-2 signal became more intense at later stages of embryonic development ([Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). To test whether MET-2 foci form on heterochromatin, we made use of a well-characterized GFP-tagged heterochromatic reporter, *gwIs4*, which consists of an integrated array (n ≅ 280 copies) of a cassette containing the ubiquitously expressed *baf-1* promoter and GFP-LacI fusion gene ([@bib39]; [@bib62]). The array is silenced by repressive histone modifications including H3K9me2/me3 and H3K27me3, and it lacks active marks such as H3K4me3. The MET-2::FLAG::mCherry foci coincided with the large heterochromatin domain, which is anchored at the nuclear periphery in an H3K9me-dependent manner ([Fig. 2 B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib63]; [@bib21]). By immunostaining, we find that MET-2 also colocalizes with H3K9me2, which marks endogenous heterochromatin in embryos (Fig. S1 D; Pearson correlation coefficient r = 0.7).

![**Integrity and prevalence of MET-2 foci are independent of canonical H3K9me readers. (A)** Live-cell images of 2-, 4-, 20-, and ∼100-cell embryos expressing MET-2::FLAG::mCherry, with line profiles averaged over a 10-pixel-width zone for mCherry intensity. Dashed lines indicate peaks of LEM-2::GFP signal. Bar = 5 µm. **(B)** Live-cell images of embryos expressing *met-2::flag::mcherry* and *gfp::lacI* from the integrated heterochromatic array (∼280 copies) of *gwIs4 \[baf-1p::GFP-lacI::let-858 3′UTR; myo-3p::RFP\]*. Assay visualized through GFP-lacI binding to *lacO* site ([@bib39]). **(C)** Example images of MET-2::FLAG::mCherry in 50-cell-stage embryos treated with RNAi against *hpl-1*, *hpl-2*, *cec-4*, *lin-61*, *met-2*, or empty vector (vector). The boxed region is enlarged in the lower row. Bar = 5 µm. **(D)** Quantitation of MET-2::FLAG::mCherry foci in the embryos shown in C using automated image analysis. N = 3, nuclei scored: *n* (vector) = 873, *n* (*hpl-1*) = 948, *n* (*hpl-2*) = 1,043, *n* (*cec-4*) = 675, *n* (*lin-61*) = 881, and *n* (*met-2*) = 589. **(E)** Scheme of nuclear zoning assay ([@bib38]). See Materials and methods for explanation of zones; zone 1 is the most peripheral. **(F)** Violin plot showing the cumulative spread of distances of MET-2::FLAG::mCherry foci to the nuclear periphery. Each measurement is normalized to the radius. Zones calculated as in E are shown in blue. N = 3, nuclei scored: *n* (vector) = 4,822, *n* (*hpl-1*) = 4,852, *n* (*hpl-2*) = 6,108, *n* (*cec-4*) = 3,991, and *n* (*lin-61*) = 6,126.](JCB_201811038_Fig2){#fig2}

The dynamic nature of the MET-2 foci is reminiscent of recent findings suggesting that the H3K9me3 ligand HP1 can drive liquid--liquid phase separation of heterochromatin in both human and *Drosophila melanogaster* cells ([@bib32]; [@bib55]). Similar to *Drosophila* HP1a, we found that the MET-2 foci were dispersed by treatment with 1,6-hexanediol (Fig. S1, E and F), a compound known to disrupt liquid-like condensates by blocking weak hydrophobic interactions ([@bib30]; [@bib55]). In contrast, PCN-1 replication foci were unaffected by 1,6-hexanediol treatment (Fig. S1, E and F). We conclude that endogenous MET-2 is concentrated in heterochromatic foci that are governed by weak interactions and whose abundance fluctuates through the cell cycle. The foci also show spatial dynamics within the nucleoplasm, as illustrated by time-lapse imaging (Videos 1 and 2).

MET-2 nuclear foci form independently of canonical H3K9me readers {#s04}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

MET-2 contains no predicted methyl-lysine recognition motifs that might lead to being bound to H3K9me within heterochromatin. We therefore asked whether any of the known H3K9me readers is essential for the targeting of MET-2 into foci and/or to chromatin ([@bib14]; [@bib1]). Following RNAi against genes encoding the *C. elegans* HP1 family members HPL-1 and HPL-2, the chromodomain protein CEC-4 or the MBT domain protein LIN-61 (Figs. S1 A and S2 A), we imaged embryos expressing MET-2::FLAG::mCherry. In the same embryos, we also monitored GFP::PCN-1 to generate an independent nuclear mask. Quantitation of nuclear MET-2 foci by automated image analysis showed no loss of MET-2 foci by the knockdown of any of the tested H3K9me readers ([Fig. 2, C and D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We assessed the subnuclear distribution of MET-2 foci following RNAi using the three-zone scoring method ([Fig. 2 E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib38]), which entails measuring the distance from the MET-2 focus to the nuclear rim in a single plane of focus and dividing this by the nuclear diameter in that plane. The resulting ratios are binned into three zones of equal surface ([Fig. 2, E and F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This analysis showed that MET-2 foci are enriched in the peripheral-most zone, in both control cells and cells treated with RNAi against the HP1 homologues or LIN-61 ([Fig. 2 F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Only loss of the perinuclear anchor protein, CEC-4, reduced the enrichment of MET-2 foci at the nuclear rim ([Fig. 2, D and F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), although loss of CEC-4 did not affect the formation of MET-2 foci or their average number ([Fig. 2, D and F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This is consistent with previous work showing that CEC-4 is required for the perinuclear anchoring of H3K9me-marked chromatin ([@bib21]). We conclude that MET-2 foci form independently of canonical heterochromatin readers and depend on CEC-4 for perinuclear anchoring.

LIN-65 and ARLE-14 interact with MET-2 at nuclear heterochromatic foci {#s05}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Since depletion of the conserved H3K9me readers did not affect MET-2 localization, we took an unbiased approach and performed MET-2 immunoprecipitation coupled to mass spectrometry (MS) to identify novel ligands that might help target MET-2. Using the FLAG tag to pull down MET-2::FLAG::mCherry and any tightly bound proteins, we found a clear enrichment for only two proteins: LIN-65 and ARLE-14 ([Fig. 3, A and B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) over an untagged control strain. Structurally, LIN-65 was reported to be related to ATF7IP/MCAF1 ([@bib42]). Up to 70% of the protein is intrinsically disordered, being composed of interspersed low-complexity domains embedded in two long unstructured stretches. These two blocks are separated by a short coiled-coil motif and are flanked at the protein's C terminus by a folded domain ([Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib42]). Initially *lin-65* was described as a synMuvB gene, a classification identifying loci involved in the repression of the RAS pathway in *C. elegans* ([@bib7]). Interestingly, *met-2* falls into the same synMuvB category ([@bib48]; [@bib61]). In addition, *lin-65* was implicated in the mitochondrial stress response, where it appears to regulate the repression of stress response genes by promoting H3K9me2 ([@bib57]). ARLE-14, on the other hand, is the worm homologue of a conserved but uncharacterized mammalian protein called adenosine 5′-diphosphate-ribosylation factor--like GTPase 14 effector protein (ARL14EP; Fig. S2 B).

![**MET-2 binds and colocalizes in nuclear foci with LIN-65 and ARLE-14. (A)** Scheme of structured and disordered domains of MET-2 and LIN-65 proteins. **(B)** FLAG-LC-MS/MS of MET-2 endogenously tagged with FLAG::mCherry. N = 3 biological replicates. Statistical analysis was done with Perseus (red lines indicate an FDR ≤ 0.1 and curve bend \[SO\] = 2). **(C)** FLAG-LC-MS/MS of LIN-65 endogenously tagged with FLAG::GFP. N = 3 biological replicates. Statistical analysis was done as in A. **(D)** Live-cell images of 2-, 4-, 20-, and ∼100-cell-stage embryos expressing LIN-65::FLAG::GFP or GFP::3xFLAG::ARLE-14. Bar = 5 µm. **(E)** Localization of MET-2 and LIN-65 in embryos with endogenous *met-2* tagged with *flag::mcherry (gw1419;* red) and endogenous *lin-65* tagged with *flag::GFP (gw1578;* green). Bar = 5 µm. **(F)** Localization of MET-2 and ARLE-14 in embryos with endogenous *met-2* tagged with *flag::mcherry(gw1419;* red) and endogenous *arle-14* tagged with 3x*flag::GFP (gw1623;* green). Bar = 5 µm.](JCB_201811038_Fig3){#fig3}

To confirm the pulldown experiments, we tagged the full-length endogenous *lin-65* gene with C-terminal *flag::gfp* ([@bib7]) and performed reciprocal FLAG pulldowns from embryos. Strikingly, the only proteins that were significantly enriched with LIN-65 were again MET-2 and ARLE-14 ([Fig. 3 C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Further, the pulldown of an endogenously N-terminally tagged GFP::3xFLAG::ARLE-14 fusion identified only MET-2 and LIN-65 as interacting partners (Fig. S2 C). These reciprocal interaction studies suggest that ARLE-14 and LIN-65 simultaneously bind MET-2. We note that ARLE-14 and MET-2 were consistently recovered in stoichiometric amounts, while LIN-65 was substoichiometric (Fig. S2 D). This suggests either that LIN-65 is more labile, or else not all MET-2 and ARLE-14 molecules are bound by LIN-65.

Both LIN-65 and ARLE-14 showed accumulation in nuclear foci throughout embryogenesis, similar to MET-2 ([Fig. 3 D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, compare to [Fig. 2 A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). To further characterize LIN-65 and ARLE-14 localization with respect to MET-2, we introduced either GFP-tagged *arle-14* or *lin-65* alleles into the *met-2::mcherry* background. Both LIN-65 and ARLE-14 showed a high degree of colocalization with MET-2 ([Fig. 3, E and F](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}; Pearson correlation coefficient of r = 0.65 and r = 0.74, respectively). While not all MET-2 foci colocalized with a LIN-65 signal, and not all ARLE-14 foci colocalized with MET-2, the strong correlation nonetheless confirms that MET-2 tends to be associated with LIN-65 and ARLE-14 in vivo.

MET-2 accumulation in nuclear foci is dependent on LIN-65 {#s06}
---------------------------------------------------------

The interaction and colocalization results for MET-2, ARLE-14, and LIN-65 suggested that ARLE-14 and/or LIN-65 might regulate MET-2 function. In mammals, a LIN-65--related factor, ATF7IP, was suggested to stabilize the MET-2 homologue, SETDB1 ([@bib59]), and to stimulate HMT activity in vitro ([@bib67]). Consistently, RNAi knockdown of *lin-65* in *C. elegans* embryos led to an almost complete loss of MET-2 foci ([Fig. 4, A and B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), while the knockdown of *arle-14* had no measurable impact on the number or the perinuclear localization of MET-2 foci ([Fig. 4, A--C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

![**LIN-65, but not ARLE-14, is required for MET-2 localization, focus formation, and stability. (A)** Confocal images of MET-2::FLAG::mCherry-expressing embryos after RNAi for *lin-65*, *arle-14*, or empty vector (vector). Bar = 5 µm. **(B)** Quantitation of MET-2::FLAG::mCherry foci in embryos as shown in A using automated image analysis. N = 3, *n* (vector) = 873, *n* (*lin-65*) = 1,294, and *n* (*arle-14*) = 1,209; P values are indicated above scatter plots and were calculated using a Kruskal--Wallis test with Dunn's correction for multiple testing. **(C)** Quantitation of MET-2::FLAG::mCherry foci distance to nuclear rim as shown in A using the three-zone method (see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [@bib38]). N = 3, *n* (vector) = 4,822, and *n* (*arle-14*) = 7,397. **(D)** Images of MET-2::FLAG::mCherry in wild-type and *lin-65(gw1465)* mutant embryos with nuclear rim visualized by LEM-2::GFP. Bar = 5 µm. **(E)** Quantitation of MET-2::FLAG::mCherry fluorescence intensity in the cytoplasm and the nucleus in wild-type and *lin-65(gw1465)* embryos (*n* = 118, P values were calculated using two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test and indicated above violin plots). **(F)** Example Western blot (top) and quantification (bottom) of MET-2::FLAG::mCherry protein levels in wild-type, *lin-65(gw1465)*, *and lin-65(n3441)* embryos from Western blots (N = 4) probed as indicated and normalized to endogenous MRG-1 abundance in wild-type embryos. P values in *met-2::FLAG::mCherry(gw1419)* versus wild-type: *lin-65(gw1465)* = 0.042, *lin-65(n3441)* = 0.036; bars indicate mean signal. **(G)** As in F, except that H3K9me2 levels are quantified, in wild-type, *met-2(n4256)*, *lin-65(gw1465)*, *lin-65;met-2*, and *lin-65(n3441)* embryos. N = 3, P values versus wild-type: *met-2* = 0.015, *lin-65(gw1465)* = 0.028, *lin-65;met-2* = 0.018, *lin-65(n3441)* = 0.007; bars indicate mean signal. **(H)** Number of viable progeny of strains indicated in G cultured at 20°C (N = 2, *n* = 50; P values were calculated using two-sided ANOVA and indicated above boxplots).](JCB_201811038_Fig4){#fig4}

To understand the interdependence of LIN-65, ARLE-14, and MET-2, we monitored each protein in embryos by microscopy, after knockdown of either of the other two partners. RNAi efficiency was confirmed by both fluorescence microscopy and Western blot (Fig. S3, A and B). Intriguingly, when *met-2* is depleted by RNAi, the fluorescent signals for LIN-65 and ARLE-14 proteins drop to roughly the same point as if the worms had been treated with RNAi against their own transcripts (Fig. S3 A). This argues that the stability of LIN-65 and ARLE-14 is strongly dependent on MET-2. This could be due to either protein--protein interaction or methylation of the ligands by MET-2. Indeed, G9a has been shown to methylate ATF7IP ([@bib65]). Intriguingly, knockdown of *lin-65* eliminated the LIN-65 signal and resulted in the loss of both MET-2 and ARLE-14 foci (Fig. S3, A and B), although the cells retained weak fluorescence of MET-2 and ARLE-14 dispersed throughout the nucleus and cytoplasm ([Figs. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and S3 A). This argues that LIN-65 is crucial for focus formation, but that the other two proteins persist in the absence of LIN-65. Interestingly, knockdown of *arle-14* affected neither MET-2 nor LIN-65 foci (Fig. S3 A). This argues that LIN-65 and MET-2 are interdependent and act upstream of ARLE-14.

To examine the loss of MET-2 foci in the absence of LIN-65 quantitatively, we generated a novel null allele, *lin-65(gw1465)* which eliminates most of the open reading frame. We will henceforth refer to this allele as the *lin-65* mutant (Fig. S4 A). Both the newly generated deletion and a previously characterized nonsense allele, *lin-65(n3441)*, which truncates the 728--amino acid protein at position 534 (W534X; Fig. S4 A; [@bib7]), caused loss of nuclear MET-2 foci ([Figs. 4 D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and S4 B).

We next tested whether loss of LIN-65 altered *met-2* gene expression, the correct localization of MET-2 to the nucleus, or its stability in the nucleus. We found no changes in the transcript levels of *met-2* or *lin-65* in *lin-65* or *met-2* mutant embryos, respectively (Fig. S4 C). To determine whether loss of LIN-65 disrupts the nuclear targeting of MET-2, we measured the mean fluorescence intensity of MET-2::FLAG::mCherry in defined nuclear and cytoplasmic zones in wild-type and *lin-65* mutant embryos. Embryos mutant for *lin-65* showed a reduction of nuclear MET-2 signal ([Fig. 4 E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; mean 4.5 ± 0.8-fold/background enrichment in wild-type vs. 2.5 ± 0.4-fold/background in *lin-65*), but an increased cytoplasmic MET-2 signal ([Fig. 4 E](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; 1.6 ± 0.2-fold/background in wild-type vs. 2.2 ± 0.3-fold/background in *lin-65*). We monitored the same increase in cytoplasmic MET-2 after *lin-65* RNAi (Fig. S4 D). The mislocalization of MET-2 was also accompanied by an overall 40--50% drop in MET-2 protein level in both *lin-65* mutant backgrounds, as determined by immunoblot ([Fig. 4 F](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This is consistent with data suggesting that the loss of mammalian ATF7IP leads to a partial degradation of nuclear SETDB1 ([@bib59]).

LIN-65 is predominantly composed of disordered or low-complexity domains, which are a common feature of proteins that drive formation of phase-separated condensates ([@bib16]; [@bib40]). Not surprisingly, as shown above for MET-2 foci (Fig. S1, E and F), LIN-65 foci were also sensitive to 1,6-hexanediol treatment (Fig. S3 C). This supports the argument that liquid--liquid phase separation may contribute to the formation of these foci. In conclusion, the unstructured protein LIN-65 is necessary for the formation of heterochromatic MET-2 foci in nuclei, and its loss led to a loss of both MET-2 stability and its enrichment in the nucleus. ARLE-14 localization is similarly dependent on LIN-65, although it does not contribute to MET-2 targeting, as far as we can tell. While both LIN-65 and MET-2 foci are sensitive to 1,6-hexanediol, further in vitro studies are needed to determine if the unstructured domains of LIN-65 can drive focus formation by liquid--liquid phase separation.

Loss of *lin-65* up-regulates genes repressed by MET-2 {#s07}
------------------------------------------------------

To test whether LIN-65 is required for MET-2's enzymatic function, we measured H3K9me2 levels in wild-type embryos and embryos of the appropriate mutant genotypes. Intriguingly, embryos deficient for *lin-65* showed a reduction of H3K9me2 to a similar level as *met-2(n4256)* embryos ([Fig. 4 G](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; hereafter called the *met-2* mutant). We note that the loss of *met-2* alone causes a strong temperature-dependent reduction in germline viability ([@bib19]; [@bib46]), similar to that observed in the *met-2 set-25* double mutant ([@bib70]). Although loss of LIN-65 had only a partial effect on MET-2 protein levels, the *lin-65* deletion and *lin-65(n3441)* point mutant reduced fertility at 20°C to the same degree as the *met-2* mutant ([Fig. 4 H](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), showing complete sterility and larval arrest at 26°C (Fig. S4 E). Given the similarity of progeny numbers from the single mutants and the *lin-65;met-2* double mutant, it is likely that *met-2* and *lin-65* are epistatic for germline stability; in other words, robust MET-2 activity requires LIN-65--mediated nuclear accumulation and focus formation.

We monitored the effect of *lin-65* mutation on transcriptional silencing by RNA-seq and RNA-qPCR and the heterochromatic array. First, *lin-65* RNAi resulted in a loss of repression of the heterochromatic reporter *gwIs4*, yielding a level of GFP-LacI fluorescence that was roughly similar to the level after *met-2* RNAi ([Fig. 5 A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, reverse transcription--quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) performed on total RNA isolated from *lin-65* mutants showed a loss of silencing of *met-2*--dependent microsatellite and simple repeats ([Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; CeREP4, CELE12A, (TAGG)n, (TCCA)n, and MSAT1). Transposons that do not depend on MET-2 for repression ([Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; CEMUDR1, CER10-I, CER3-I, and TC4; [@bib46]), as well as two single-copy genes, also showed independence of LIN-65 (*smg-5* and *lmn-1*; [Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). No transcriptional changes were detected in an *arle-14* deletion mutant (*arle-14(tm6748)*; [Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Elsewhere, we have shown that the aberrant expression of microsatellite and simple repeats correlates with the loss of germline integrity in the *met-2* mutant ([@bib46]), which explains the parallel infertility of *lin-65* and *met-2* mutants. Interestingly, however, the level of satellite derepression in the *lin-65* mutant was on average ∼55% of that observed in the *met-2* mutant ([Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that MET-2 has residual activity in the absence of LIN-65.

![**Transcripts up-regulated in absence of *lin-65* correlate with and are largely epistatic to *met-2*-induced changes. (A)** Representative image of embryos bearing reporter *gwIs4*, which expresses GFP::LacI when derepressed, following RNAi against *met-2*, *lin-65*, or empty vector. Bar = 5 µm. **(B)** RT-qPCR on total RNA isolated from wild-type, *lin-65(gw1465)*, *met-2(n4256)*, and *arle-14(tm6748)* mutant embryos for selected repetitive elements showing the fold change in expression over wild-type (N = 4; error bars indicate the standard deviation). Classes of repetitive elements are indicated above the graph. **(C and D)** Changes of genes in *met-2(n4256), lin-65(gw1465),* and *met-2;lin-65* embryos determined by total RNA-seq (N = 3). (C) Correlation between the fold change (FC, log2) over wild-type for gene expression between *met-2* and *lin-65* single and double mutants. Genes significantly changed compared with wild-type (FDR \<0.05; fold change \>2 or \<−2) are colored according to the genotype (*lin-65* = cyan; *met-2* = red; *met-2* = purple), and genes significantly changed in two compared genotypes are black. Pearson correlations are indicated as R^2^ in the graphs. (D) Expression level of genes in reads per kilobase per million (RPKM in log2) in *met-2* and *lin-65* single mutants (y axis) compared with the *lin-65;met-2* double mutant (x axis). Black mark genes significantly changed in both *met-2* and *lin-65* single mutants.](JCB_201811038_Fig5){#fig5}

To examine the degree to which *met-2* and *lin-65* transcriptional control correlates genome-wide, we performed RNA-seq from total RNA isolated from early embryos of wild-type, *lin-65*, *met-2*, and *lin-65;met-2* mutants cultured at 20°C. Data generated from three independent biological replicates demonstrated that genes aberrantly expressed in *lin-65* and *met-2* single mutants correlate significantly (Pearson coefficient = 0.71; [Fig. 5 C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; see Fig. S5 for replicate correlation). Loss of *met-2*, however, resulted in the derepression of genes that were not significantly up-regulated in the *lin-65* mutant (1,941 genes derepressed at least twofold in the *met-2* vs. 973 in the *lin-65* mutants; false discovery rate \[FDR\] \< 0.01; [Fig. 5 C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), although 86% of the genes up-regulated in the *lin-65;met-2* double mutant were also up-regulated in the *met-2* single mutant (Pearson coefficient = 0.92; [Fig. 5 C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Comparing the *lin-65* single mutant to the *lin-65;met-2* double mutant confirms that a subset of the *met-2*--sensitive genes are not significantly up-regulated upon loss of LIN-65 ([Fig. 5 C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Among genes significantly up-regulated in both single mutants, we observed a higher expression level in the *lin-65*;*met-2* double mutant compared with *lin-65* alone, but there was no additional increase over the derepression scored in *met-2* alone ([Fig. 5 D](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these results argue that LIN-65 functions in gene repression almost exclusively through interaction with MET-2, and that the dispersion of MET-2 foci observed in the *lin-65* mutant is sufficient to derepress a large subset of MET-2--dependent loci. Loss of *lin-65* does not mimic a complete loss of MET-2 function, as some coding regions that are repressed by MET-2 do not seem to require LIN-65. We propose that LIN-65 enhances the heterochromatin association of MET-2 and therefore its activity at these sites.

MET-2 and LIN-65 are reversibly dispersed by heat shock but are essential for recovery {#s08}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

LIN-65 has no obvious enzymatic function on its own ([Fig. 3 A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), yet the analysis of MET-2 foci and RNA-seq in the *lin-65* mutant suggests that it is able to stabilize and localize MET-2. LIN-65 has also been shown to be essential for the stress response in *C. elegans* ([@bib57]). Intriguingly, H3K9me-deficient mutants show temperature sensitivity for both germline viability and developmental delay ([@bib70]). We therefore examined the behavior of MET-2 foci in embryos under heat-shock conditions, to see if the role of LIN-65 in stress survival is linked to MET-2 focus dynamics. We observed the gradual dispersal of MET-2::mCherry foci during a 1-h exposure of embryos to 37°C ([Fig. 6, A and B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This does not reflect a general disruption of nuclear organization, as GFP::PCN-1 localization did not change upon heat-shock in the same cells ([Fig. 6, A and C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly MET-2 foci reappeared when embryos were shifted back to 20°C for 30 min after the 1-h exposure to 37°C ([Fig. 6, A and B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). If this loss of MET-2 foci is due to its interaction with LIN-65, we expected to observe a similar loss of LIN-65 foci upon heat shock. This was the case: LIN-65::GFP foci exhibited the same dispersal and recovery during the described heat shock treatment as MET-2::mCherry ([Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). To see whether the dispersal and recovery of MET-2 and LIN-65 foci are physiologically relevant, we quantified the hatching rate 1 d after a 30- or 60-min heat shock exposure. While 80 ± 14% of the wild-type embryos hatched even after 60 min at 37°C, only 31 ± 10% of the *met-2* and 48 ± 5% of the *lin-65* mutant embryos hatched ([Fig. 6 D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). We conclude that MET-2 and LIN-65 are dynamically regulated during stress, and that they both contribute to organismal recovery from heat shock exposure.

![**MET-2 and LIN-65 are essential to recover from temperature stress. (A)** Representative images of MET-2::FLAG::mCherry, GFP::PCN-1, and LIN-65::FLAG::GFP embryos subjected to 37°C heat shock for the indicated length of time (N = 3, *n* = 60 embryos). **(B and C)** Quantitation of MET-2::FLAG::mCherry (B) and GFP::PCN-1 (C) foci/nucleus from A; blue bars indicate mean foci number. **(D)** Mean survival of animals 24 h after embryonic heat shock. N = 2, *n* (wt 0 min) = 520, *n* (wt 30 min) = 463, *n* (wt 60 min) = 436, *n* (*met-2* 0 min) = 213, *n (lin-65* 0 min) = 238, *n* (*lin-65* 30 min) = 239, *n* (*lin-65* 60 min) = 243, *n* (*met-2* 30 min) = 229, and *n* (*met-2* 60 min) = 210; error bars indicate standard deviation.](JCB_201811038_Fig6){#fig6}

Loss of *met-2* or *lin-65* compromises heterochromatin anchoring to the nuclear periphery {#s09}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to forming foci, heterochromatin has a propensity to be sequestered at the INM, which in *C. elegans* embryos is mediated by H3K9 methylation and the chromodomain protein, CEC-4 ([@bib21]). Previous work has shown that integrated heterochromatic arrays and the arms of *C. elegans* autosomes are associated with the INM, and that this anchoring is lost when all H3K9 methylation is lost, i.e., upon ablation of both H3K9 HMTs, MET-2 and SET-25 ([@bib24]; [@bib39]; [@bib62], [@bib63]; [@bib21]). On the other hand, the presence of either SET-25 or MET-2 was shown to be sufficient to allow *gwIs4* array tethering to CEC-4 at the INM ([Fig. 6 A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib63]). Given the dominant effect of *met-2* ablation alone on the expression of repeats and genes ([@bib46]), and the enrichment of MET-2 at the INM ([Fig. 2 F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), we next examined the localization of endogenous sequences in the single mutants, *set-25* and *met-2*. Moreover, if it were entirely MET-2 dependent, then it would be reasonable to expect that it is also sensitive to the loss of LIN-65.

To test this, we performed chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) experiments with the INM-associated protein LEM-2, a well-established proxy for nuclear lamin-associated chromatin ([@bib20]; [@bib24]; [@bib63]; [@bib21]; [@bib41]). In wild-type embryos, both arms of the autosomes and the left arm of the X chromosome are enriched for interactions with the periphery, while the chromosome centers are depleted ([@bib24]; [Figs. 7 B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and S5 B). Intriguingly, mutants that have lost histone H3K9me3, owing to ablation of *set-25* ([@bib63]), largely retained enrichment of the chromosome arms at the periphery ([Figs. 7 B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and S5 B). In contrast, the ablation of *met-2* alone completely abolished the preferential association of autosomal arms with LEM-2, indicating a shift from the INM, and similarly compromised the enrichment of mid-chromosome domains in the nuclear core ([Figs. 7 B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and S5 B). This argues that H3K9 trimethylation is not essential for peripheral anchoring, while MET-2--mediated H3K9me2 is crucial. This is consistent with our finding that MET-2--catalyzed H3K9me2 often replaces H3K9me3 on repetitive sequences in the *set-25* mutant, whereas the opposite is not true ([@bib46]). We suggest that the peripheral enrichment of MET-2 foci observed in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} reflects and may contribute to the propagation of spatially separated, perinuclear heterochromatin domains.

![**MET-2 and LIN-65, but not SET-25, drive the perinuclear association of heterochromatin. (A)** Confocal images of GFP::LacI tagged *gwIs4* heterochromatic array in wild-type, *met-2(n4256)*, or *set-25(n5021)* embryonic nuclei. Neither *met-2* nor *set-25* deletion delocalize the array, whereas *met-2 set-25* double mutants do ([@bib63]). Bar = 2 µm. **(B)** LEM-2 ChIP in wild-type (gray), *met-2(n4256)* (orange), or *set-25(n5021)* (green), on mixed embryos from the indicated mutant lines grown at 20°C (averaged from three biological replicates) for chromosomes I, II, and X. See Fig. S5 for other chromosomes. Mean signals averaged over 100-kb bins. **(C)** Left: Scheme of *C. elegans* chromosomes with FISH probe position. Right: Scheme of three-zone assay used to score FISH probe location; see [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [@bib38]. **(D)** Top: Confocal images of a single focal plane of wild-type, *met-2(n4256), lin-65(gw1465)*, or *set-25(n5021)* nuclei from mid-stage embryos, probed by FISH for the indicated loci (red) and DAPI (blue). Bottom: Quantitation of FISH signals by three-zone scoring; gray line = random distribution or 33%. The χ^2^ test compares changes in zonal enrichments. Foci were scored from multiple nuclei and embryos in \>2 replicates (for probe 1: wt, *n* = 563; *nmet-2*, *n* = 394; *lin-65*, *n* = 593; *set-25*, *n* = 676; for probe 2: wt, *n* = 423; *met-2*, *n* = 282; *lin-65*, *n* = 502; *set-25*, *n* = 276; for probe 3: wt, *n* = 504; *met-2*, *n* = 256; *lin-65*, *n* = 391; *set-25*, *n* = 349. Bar = 2 µm.](JCB_201811038_Fig7){#fig7}

We confirmed the loss of heterochromatin anchoring in the *met-2* mutant embryos by FISH, using probes for two regions in the arms of chromosomes V and I which showed a clear enrichment of LEM-2 in the ChIP-seq (probes a and b) and one probe in mid-chromosome I that was depleted in the LEM-2 ChIP-seq (probe c; [Fig. 7 C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The three-zone assay was used to quantify the subnuclear position of these loci in mid-stage embryos (50--100 cells). In this assay, all measurements were performed in the plane of focus. The distance between the signal and the nuclear periphery was divided by the nuclear diameter, as described above, such that a random distribution would yield 33% in each zone ([Fig. 7 C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Quantitation of the FISH signal positions confirmed that the distal arm regions (probes a and b) were enriched in the perinuclear zone 1 in wild-type embryos, and that they lost this enrichment in the *met-2*, but not the *set-25*, mutant ([Fig. 7 D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The central probe c showed internal enrichment in wild-type, *met-2*, and *set-25* mutant embryos ([Fig. 7 D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Given that LIN-65 is essential for the formation of MET-2 foci and for full repression of repetitive sequences ([Fig. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), we also checked whether the loss of LIN-65 would compromise the perinuclear positioning of the heterochromatic probes. Indeed, we found an identical loss of anchoring upon loss of LIN-65 as with ablation of MET-2 ([Fig. 7 D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the interaction between MET-2 and LIN-65 is critical for focus formation, peripheral anchoring, and gene repression mediated by H3K9 methylation despite the presence of the second H3K9 HMT, SET-25.

Discussion {#s10}
==========

Heterochromatin formation through the methylation of histone H3K9 is an essential process that ensures genome stability and germline integrity by silencing repetitive elements and tissue-specific genes ([@bib70]; [@bib1]; [@bib43]). Both repetitive elements and tissue-specific genes that are repressed by H3K9me2/me3 are known to coalesce into discrete subnuclear domains that are sequestered away from active domains and are often enriched at the INM or around the nucleolus ([@bib45]; [@bib33]). We show here that the H3K9 methyltransferase MET-2/SETDB1 is also concentrated in perinuclear foci, together with two cofactors LIN-65 and ARLE-14. These MET-2/LIN-65 foci appear to be critical for MET-2's ability to silence both repetitive elements and genes, and correlate with the anchoring of heterochromatin at the nuclear periphery. The MET-2 focus formation and perinuclear anchoring, as well as H3K9me2-mediated repression of repeats and genes, depend on LIN-65 ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).

![**LIN-65 targets a trimeric ARLE-14/LIN-65/MET-2 complex to heterochromatin to form foci. (A)** The essential role of the unstructured protein LIN-65 for MET-2 focus formation on heterochromatic loci, and its role in import and stabilization, are shown. MET-2--mediated H3K9me2 is necessary for repeat and tissue specific gene repression. **(B)** The repercussions of LIN-65 loss are shown.](JCB_201811038_Fig8){#fig8}

LIN-65 and ARLE-14 were identified by protein pulldown and MS as the two dominant interacting partners of MET-2 in *C. elegans* embryos ([Figs. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and S2; [@bib42]). In our hands, ARLE-14 ablation produces none of the phenotypes that we have linked to *met-2* or *lin-65* mutation ([Figs. 5 B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and S3). Although several high-throughput MS studies have identified ARL14EP, the mammalian homologue of ARLE-14, as a putative interactor of SETDB1 or SETDB2, to date there remains no clear function ascribed to it ([@bib22]; [@bib49]; [@bib23]). In contrast to ARLE-14, the loss of LIN-65 resulted in the mislocalization of MET-2, the dispersion of MET-2 foci, and a compensatory increase in cytosolic enzyme coupled with an overall drop in MET-2 protein level ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).

With respect to H3K9 methylation and gene silencing, the impact of a *lin-65* mutation was similar to that of *met-2* deletion: H3K9me2 was reduced and transcripts from MET-2--targeted loci were up-regulated ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). However, the loss of MET-2 clearly derepressed more genes than the loss of LIN-65. By comparing the up-regulated transcripts in the *lin-65* and *met-2* single mutants with those misregulated in the double *met-2;lin-65* mutant, we conclude that residual MET-2 activity persists in the *lin-65* mutant, even though MET-2 focus formation and perinuclear attachment at the INM is lost. Indeed, the genes misregulated in the *lin-65* mutant have a strong positive correlation, but incomplete overlap, with those up-regulated in the *met-2* mutant (Pearson coefficient = 0.7; [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Whether LIN-65 helps target MET-2 to specific sequences, or simply enhances its activity by creating zones that are enriched in the targets of H3K9 methylation, requires further study. Importantly, even though MET-2 retains residual activity in the *lin-65* mutant, LIN-65, like MET-2, is essential for germline integrity and resistance to temperature stress.

It has been proposed that LIN-65 is a functional homologue of the mammalian activating transcription factor 7 interacting protein (ATF7IP), although direct sequence identity is low ([@bib42]). Like LIN-65, ATF7IP (also known as MCAF1 or AM) is a highly disordered protein that interacts with the H3K9 HMT, SETDB1 ([@bib17]; [@bib67]), and may regulate its stability ([@bib59]). Similarly, in *Drosophila*, the ATF7IP homologue WDE binds to SETDB1 and is required for its proper function ([@bib28]; [@bib69]). In mammals, it is proposed that ATF7IP both promotes H3K9 methylation and binds transcriptional activators ([@bib59]; [@bib18]). Similarly, LIN-65 may have functions beyond the spatial regulation of MET-2. In [@bib57], evidence is presented showing that LIN-65 is necessary for the nuclear accumulation of a mitochondrial unfolded protein response (UPR^mt^) transcription factor. This is an intriguing suggestion, as we found ∼30 genes that are down-regulated in the *lin-65* mutant and not in *met-2*--deficient embryos, suggesting that LIN-65 may serve not only to facilitate repression, but also in gene induction ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Consistently, not all LIN-65 foci coincide with MET-2 foci ([Fig. 3 E](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, despite the dependence of MET-2 activity on LIN-65 in heterochromatin, the proteins may have distinct roles in gene induction at other sites.

Cell cycle and early embryonic dynamics of MET-2 and heterochromatic foci {#s11}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

We note that MET-2 foci are dynamic during the cell cycle, and that the turnover of MET-2 in these foci is very rapid ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Videos 1 and 2). MET-2 foci form during S-G2 phase and persist through G2, consistent with evidence in mammalian systems which argues that H3K9 methylation is deposited by a CAF1/SETDB1 complex to restore heterochromatic states in postreplicative nuclei ([@bib34]; [@bib68]). As the cell cycle time increases in later stages of *C. elegans* development, the stability of heterochromatic foci increases, and these foci become persistent in the nondividing, differentiated cells of the L1 larva. As noted in a recent study of MET-2 in *C. elegans* ([@bib42]), the nuclear enrichment of this HMT is less pronounced in 2--4-cell embryos than at later stages. This may reflect the much shorter cell cycle (∼5 min per S phase) in 2-cell embryos ([@bib4]) or else may reflect the presence of developmental regulators, such as those proposed to control early mammalian development. In mammals, the establishment of H3K9 methylation is a crucial event that helps silence retrotransposons as well as imprinted genes in very early stages of embryogenesis ([@bib56]; [@bib35]; [@bib15]).

The importance of heterochromatic focus formation is not restricted to embryogenesis, and MET-2--bound heterochromatic foci persist in differentiated somatic cell nuclei ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib63]; [@bib19]; [@bib70]; [@bib1]). Recent work proposes that heterochromatin foci form by a phase separation mechanism that relies on HP1 ([@bib31]; [@bib55]), and which depends on other intrinsically disordered domain factors in the nucleus ([@bib16]; [@bib9]; [@bib50]). Similar liquid phase demixing has been demonstrated for DNA damage foci ([@bib2]) and enhancer--promoter interactions ([@bib5]; [@bib50]). The characteristics of dynamic subnuclear foci are rapid assembly and dissolution and a membrane-free accumulation of specific factors, all which are features demonstrated for the MET-2 foci we characterize in this article. While there is no evidence that MET-2 would directly carry out liquid­--liquid phase separation, LIN-65 has structural characteristics that would predict involvement in such events. Moreover, MET-2 residency in heterochromatin foci is highly dynamic ([Fig. 1 E](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and MET-2/LIN-65 foci are governed by weak interactions that are sensitive to 1,6-hexanediol (Figs. S1 E and S3 C) and heat stress ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, liquid--liquid phase separation triggered by LIN-65 could explain the concentration of MET-2 in heterochromatic foci. Nonetheless, a better understanding of the principles that control such interactions and characterization of the LIN-65 and MET-2 proteins in vitro is required to substantiate whether such a mechanism underlies MET-2 focus formation. We note that none of the other well-known *C. elegans* readers of H3K9me, including the worm HP1 homologues, HPL-1 and HPL-2, LIN-61, and CEC-4, affects MET-2 enrichment in the nuclear foci, although CEC-4 mediates the perinuclear sequestration of the foci in embryos ([Fig. 2 F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}; [@bib21]).

LIN-65 and MET-2 interaction in foci may be linked to stress survival {#s12}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

LIN-65 and MET-2 are interdependent for their proper localization and stability, and both *lin-65* and *met-2* mutants show temperature-dependent loss of fertility and sensitivity to temperature stress (37°C; [Figs. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, and S3). The dispersal of MET-2 and LIN-65 foci during temperature stress and their subsequent recovery after a shift back to 20°C indicates that this mutual dependence may function as a switch that either turns off genes as an essential survival mechanism or is required for de novo H3K9me targeting to restore silencing efficiently after stress-induced derepression. The absence of *met-2* or *lin-65* leads to temperature-stress induced lethality. We speculate that this principle may be broadly applicable to conditions of stress or aging, given that H3K9me levels decrease both upon aging ([@bib32]; [@bib64]; [@bib6]) and upon certain types of nutritional stress ([@bib53]). Intriguingly, LIN-65 and MET-2 have been implicated in the genome regulation that mediates the unfolded protein response provoked upon mitochondrial dysfunction (UPR^mt^; [@bib57]). LIN-65 and MET-2 promote the accumulation of DVE-1, a transcription factor that promotes stress response survival, into nuclear foci ([@bib57]). Thus, the LIN-65 interaction with MET-2 may be key not only to ensure H3K9me2 deposition, but also to regulate H3K9me2 loss and selected gene activation in response to stress. It will be important to identify LIN-65 protein interactors under conditions of stress, namely heat shock and UPR^mt^, and/or during recovery from environmental insults. This may provide insight into the mechanisms through which essential epigenetic marks like H3K9me are modulated by environmental cues.

Materials and methods {#s13}
=====================

Strains and transgenics, RNAi, and hexanediol treatment {#s14}
-------------------------------------------------------

Strains used in this experiment are listed in Table S1. Unless otherwise indicated, experiments were performed using early embryos isolated from animals cultured at 20°C.

GW1562 was made using single guide RNAs (sgRNAs) targeting the 5′ and 3′ end of the *lin-65* reading frame which were cloned into pIK198 ([@bib26]). For GW1419 and GW1618, we tagged the endogenous gene at the C termini of *met-2* with FLAG::TEV::mCherry and of *lin-65* with FLAG::TEV::GFP, respectively, by using the SapTrap system essentially as described by [@bib52]. The sgRNA was cloned into pIK198 ([@bib26]) and the repair construct into pMLS257 ([@bib52]). For GW1623, HDR template was made from PCR fragments containing GFP, TEV, and 3xFLAG from pDD282 ([@bib12]) that were fused using overlap PCR using primers that contained \>30-bp homology arms to the *arle-14* N terminus. This HDR template was injected with synthetic crRNA and tracrRNA (Dharmacon) preloaded in recombinant Cas-9(IDT) as previously described ([@bib47]). sgRNA and crRNA sequences are provided in Table S2.

RNAi feeding experiments were performed described previously ([@bib25]; [@bib58]). Briefly, synchronized L1s were transferred to nematode growth media plates containing 1 mM IPTG and 100 µg/ml carbenicillin, seeded with the indicated RNAi, and grown to adulthood. Embryos from these animals were used in subsequent analyses. For 1,6-hexanediol treatment, MET-2::FLAG::mCh, GFP::PCN-1, and LIN-65::GFP embryos from synchronous cultures were incubated with 10% 1,6-hexanediol diluted in M9 buffer containing 0.1% Triton X-100 for 2 min before imaging. Images were acquired and analyzed as described in Live microscopy.

Western immunoblotting {#s15}
----------------------

Embryos were lysed with a Fast Prep 24-5G Benchtop Homogenizer (MP Biomedicals) using 0.5 mm zirconia/silicon beads (BioSpec) in RIPA buffer in the presence of cOmplete EDTA-free protease inhibitors (Roche) and 1 mM DTT at 4°C. Lysates were treated with 5 µl Benzonase (Sigma) for 1 h at 4°C with end-over-end rotation. 10 µg total protein was separated on Bolt 4--12% Bis-Tris Plus gels (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and transferred to PVDF (Bio-Rad). Blots were blocked in PBS plus 0.5% Tween-20 with 5% powdered milk. Antibodies used included 1:500 mouse anti-H3K9me2 MABI0317 (MBL; [@bib27]), 1:1,000 rabbit anti-RFP antibody Pre-adsorbed (Rockland), and 1:2,000 rabbit anti-MRG-1 (49130002; Novus Biologicals). Blots were treated with antibodies diluted in blocking buffer overnight at 4°C. After three washes, blots were reblocked and exposed to secondary antibodies coupled to HRP. After three subsequent washes, ECL (Millipore) was applied, and signal was detected using an Imager 600 (GE).

Brood size {#s16}
----------

Total progeny from animals were scored as previously described ([@bib70]). Briefly, young adults were plated singly at 20°C or 26°C, where indicated to test temperature sensitivity. They were transferred to fresh plates every 24 h for 3 d, after which total progeny was counted.

MS {#s17}
--

Samples were prepared at 4°C. Embryos were lysed as above in TAP buffer (150 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 0.5% NP-40, 1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 2× cOmplete-EDTA-free protease inhibitors \[Roche\], and 1 mM DTT). After bead beating, lysates were sonicated using a Bioruptor Plus (Diagenode) for 15 cycles, 15 s on, 30 s off. Lysates were cleared by centrifugation at 21,000 *g* for 10 min. 3 mg cleared lysates were rotated overnight at 4°C with 10 µl anti-FLAG M2 beads (Sigma) prewashed in TAP buffer. Beads were washed four times with TAP buffer, then three times in 20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, and 150 mM NaCl. Bound proteins were digested on beads with 0.2 µg trypsin overnight at 37°C plus 5 h with fresh trypsin, and then analyzed as described previously ([@bib44]). Briefly, peptides were acidified to 0.8% with TFA, then liquid chromatography/tandem MS (LC-MS/MS) was performed on an Easy-nLC 1000 two-column setup (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Peptides were then loaded with 2% acetonitrile and 0.1% formic acid on a 75 µm × 2 cm Acclaim PepMap Trap, C18, 2 µm, 100 Å column. We used a 50 µm × 15 cm ES801 C18, 2 µm, 100 Å column (Thermo Fisher Scientific), with a DPV ion source (New Objective) with the following linear gradient: 0--3 min, 2--6% B in A; 3--43 min, 6--22%, 43--52 min, 22--28%; 52--60 min, 28--36%; 60--61 min, 36--80%; and 61--75 min, 80%. A consisted of 0.1% formic acid in H~2~O, and B, 0.1% formic acid in MeCN, at 45°C with a 150 µl/min flow rate. Acquisitions were made at 120,000 resolution in the Orbitrap and top T (3 s) method with HCD fragmentation for precursors and fragments according to the manufacturer's instructions (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Results were analyzed with MaxQuant version 1.5.3.8 ([@bib10]). Perseus version 1.5.2.6 was used for statistical analysis using the Andromeda search engine ([@bib11]). To generate a volcano plot, significance lines for FDR = 0.1 with a curve bend of 2.0 were determined ([@bib66]; [@bib44]). Analysis was then exported and plotted using R.

ChIP {#s18}
----

ChIP experiments were performed as previously described ([@bib70]). In brief, embryos were harvested from synchronized animals in three replicates. 40 µg of chromatin was incubated overnight with 3 µg of anti-LEM-2 antibody (Novus Biologicals) coupled to Dynabeads sheep anti-rabbit IgG (Invitrogen), in FA buffer (50 mM Hepes/KOH, pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate, and 150 mM NaCl) containing 1% SDS. Antibody-bound chromatin was washed for 3 × 5 min with FA buffer; 5 min with FA buffer with 1 M NaCl; 10 min with FA buffer with 500 mM NaCl; 5 min with TEL buffer (0.25 M LiCl, 1% NP-40, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 1 mM EDTA, and 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0), and 2 × 5 min with TE. Complexes were eluted in 1% SDS in TE with 250 mM NaCl at 65°C for 15 min. Samples and inputs were treated with 20 µg of RNase A for 30 min at 37°C and 20 µg of proteinase K for 1 h at 55°C. Cross-links were reversed by overnight incubation at 65°C. DNA was subsequently purified using Zymo DNA purification columns (Zymo Research).

Libraries were prepared as previously described ([@bib70]) using the NEBNext ultra DNA library prep kit for Illumina (7370; NEB) and the NEBNext Multiplex Oligos for Illumina (E7335; NEB), according to the manufacturer's recommendations without size selection. Libraries were indexed and amplified using 12 PCR cycles, following manufacturer's recommendations. Libraries were further purified with Agencourt AmPure XP beads (A63881; Beckman). Library size range and concentration were determined using a BioAnalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies) and Qubit (Invitrogen) instrument, respectively. Equimolar amounts of indexed libraries were pooled and sequenced on a HiSeq 2500 (Illumina) in rapid mode (Paired-End 50). Reads were aligned to the *C. elegans* genome (ce10) with the R package QuasR using Bowtie.

Read density was calculated by tiling the genome into 200-bp nonoverlapping windows and using the qCount function of the QuasR package to quantify the number of reads in each window. Differences in read depths between samples were normalized by dividing each sample by total reads and multiplying by average library size. Log~2~ expression levels were determined after addition of a pseudocount of 1 \[*y* = log~2~(*x* + 1)\]. Results are displayed as the mean enrichment of immunoprecipitation − input (log~2~).

RNA expression analysis {#s19}
-----------------------

RNA was isolated from embryos as described previously ([@bib70]). Briefly, embryos resuspended in Trizol (Invitrogen) were freeze cracked four times, and then extracted with phenol-chloroform followed by isopropanol precipitation. Ribosomal RNA was depleted using Ribo-Zero Gold kit (Epicentre). Libraries were produced using Total RNA Sequencing ScriptSeq kit (Illumina). Single-end 50-bp reads were generated using an Illumina HiSeq 2500. Reads were analyzed as described previously ([@bib63]) using Wormbase (WS190). cDNA for qPCR was generated using Superscript IV reverse transcription (Invitrogen) followed by amplification using PowerUp SYBR green Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Primer sequences used in qPCR experiments are previously reported ([@bib70]).

Live microscopy and Immunofluorescence (IF) {#s20}
-------------------------------------------

Animal morphology images were taken at 20°C with a Leica M205 FA microscope. Fluorescent images of live animals or embryos were captured in M9 buffer on 2% agarose pads at 20°C for all experiments except heat-shock, which were imaged at 37°C. Unless otherwise stated, IF and live images were captured using Visiview software (Visitron) on a confocal spinning-disk system: AxioImager M1 (Zeiss) with a Yokogawa CSU-X1 scanhead (Yokogawa), a Rolera Thunder camera (Photometrics), and an α plan-NEOFLUAR 100×/1.45 oil objective (Zeiss). For IF, bleached embryos were fixed for 5 min in 1% formaldehyde before spotting onto poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine--coated coverslips, freezing on dry ice, and storing at −80°C. When needed, slides were freeze cracked and immediately fixed in a −20°C 100% ethanol (EtOH) bath for 2 min and then dried. After washing 3 × 5 min with PBS + 0.25% Triton X-100 (PBS-T) and blocking for 1 h with PBS-T and 2% milk, slides were incubated overnight at 4°C in a humid chamber with primary antibodies in PBS-T and 2% milk: 1:500 mouse anti-H3K9me2 MABI0317 (MBL) and 1:500 polyclonal rabbit anti-RFP (Rockland). After washing 3 × 5 min with PBS-T, slides were incubated for 1 h at RT in a humid chamber with secondary antibodies in PBS-T and 2% milk: 1:1,000 goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 488 (A11001; Invitrogen) and 1:1,000 donkey anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 555 (A31572; Invitrogen). DNA was counterstained with DAPI (1:2,000) in PBS-T for 10 min, washed 3 × 5 min with PBS-T, and mounted with ProLong Gold Antifade (Thermo Fisher Scientific). All images were deconvolved with Huygens Professional version 18.04 (Scientific Volume Imaging) and the Huygens remote manager (<http://www.huygens-rm.org/wp/>). Colocalization was quantified using the integrated colocalization tool in the Huygens remote manager with automatic background and threshold detection.

We quantified nuclear foci using the KNIME Analytics Platform ([@bib13]). In summary, nuclei were detected using a seeded watershed segmentation on the PCN-1 (GFP) channel. For foci detection, we used a Laplacian-of-Gaussian detector from TrackMate ([@bib60]; fmi-ij2-plugins-0.2.5, <https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1173536>) on the MET-2 (mCherry) channel. The distance of foci to the nuclear periphery was measured by computing a Euclidean distance map on the 3D nucleus mask and measuring its intensity for the coordinates of each spot. Foci outside of a nucleus were ignored in the analysis. Subsequently, we normalized the distance value of each spot to the size of the containing nucleus, i.e., the maximum of the distance map, and inverted the distance value to be in line with previous analyses, resulting in a "normalized distance from center" that was plotted per condition using the R package ggplot2 (<https://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/>).

FISH {#s21}
----

For FISH, formaldehyde fixation and freeze cracking were done as for IF, immediately followed by fixing in −20°C EtOH baths: 70% for 2 min, 80% for 2 min, 95% for 2 min, and 100% for 2 min. After washing 3 × 5 min with PBS-T, slides were treated for 30 min at 37°C with 1 mg/ml RNaseA. Slides were again washed with PBS-T and refixed in EtOH baths. After drying, the FISH probe was added, denatured for 3 min at 95°C, and then incubated overnight at 37°C. Slides were then washed 3 × 5 min in 2× SSC/50% formamide (prewarmed to 42°C), 3 × 5 min in 2× SSC (prewarmed to 42°C), and 1 × 10 min in 1× SSC (prewarmed to 42°C). DNA was counterstained with DAPI (1:2,000) in 4× SSC for 10 min, followed by 3 × 5 min washes in 2× SSC and mounting with ProLong Gold Antifade Mountant (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Images were captured at 20°C using Visiview software (Visitron) on a confocal spinning-disk system: Ti2-E Eclipse (Nikon) with a Yokogawa CSU-W1 scanhead (Yokogawa), an iXon Ultra 888 camera (Andor), and a CFI Plan Apochromat Lambda 100×/1.45 oil objective (Nikon).

FISH probes were generated using fosmids (probe 1, WRM0637cA03; probe 2, WRM0635aE09; and probe 3, WRM0626aC03) as a template for nick translation using the FISH Tag DNA kit with the Alexa Fluor 555 dye (F32948; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Probe was prepared according to manufacturer's instructions until the final precipitation. Approximately 1 µg of prepared probe was precipitated with 0.4 mg of salmon sperm DNA, 15 µl KAc (3 M, pH 5.2), and 350 µl EtOH for 20 min at −20°C. After centrifugation, the DNA pellet was washed with 70% EtOH and resuspended in 160 µl of deionized formamide. The probe was then denatured for 10 min at 72°C, chilled on ice for 5 min, and then mixed with 160 µl of 2× hybridization buffer (4× SSC, 4 mg/ml BSA, and 20% dextran sulfate). Prepared probes were stored at −20°C until needed.

Assessment of peripheral localization was performed using a well-established three-zone method that is described in detail in [@bib21] and [@bib38]. The zoning assay exploits two facts: first, that confocal image resolution is better in x--y than in z, and second, that a tagged locus can usually be assigned to specific plane of a through-focus stack of images. The quantitation of localization is performed as follows. A stack of 50--70 focal planes is taken through a spherical nucleus for which the nuclear envelope is marked by mCherry and the chromatin locus of interest by GFP. In the plane of focus where the GFP spot is brightest, we measure the diameter of the nucleus (through the spot) and the distance from the spot to the nearest point on the nuclear envelope. That ratio can be compared from sample to sample no matter whether the plane is near the equator or near either pole of the sphere. The disc of the sphere in which the locus is found is divided into three zones of equal surface, each containing 33% of the area. Cavalieri's principle proves that each zone of a disc represents one third of the volume of the sphere. A randomly distributed focus scored in a population of nuclei will yield 33% in each of the three zones.

Due to the so-called z-stretch, which limits resolution in z, we do not score spots that are in the uppermost and lowermost planes, and we generally eliminate the top and bottom 20% of the sphere with a procedure called "decapping." As long as the focal stacks capture nuclei in all orientations, this does not bias results; indeed, decapping improves the accuracy of the zone measurements ([@bib38]).

FRAP {#s22}
----

FRAP experiments were done using the FRAP settings in Visiview Software (Visitron). Live embryos in M9 buffer were imaged in a single plane every 1 s for 30 frames, with five prebleach images followed by bleaching (500 ms at 8% laser power), and 25 post-bleach images. Imaging for FRAP was done at 20°C on a confocal spinning-disk system: Axio Observer (Zeiss) equipped with a Plan-Apochromat 100×/1.4 oil objective (Zeiss), a CSU-W1 scan-head (Yokogawa), a Prime 95B sCMOS camera (Photometrics), a 488- or 561-nm Obis laser (Coherent) for illumination, an homogenizer for shading compensation (Visitron), and a FRAP scan-head (Visitron). FRAP was performed with the 405 nm iBeam smart laser (Toptica) attached to the FRAP module. Fluorescence intensity was measured using Fiji ([@bib51]). Background signal was subtracted, and all values were normalized relative to the first prebleach intensity (100%) and immediately post-bleach intensity (0%). Focal signal was also corrected for loss due to photobleaching (using signal from an adjacent nucleus) and for internal loss (using signal from adjacent region of the same nucleus). A nonlinear regression curve for FRAP recovery was generated in Prism (GraphPad Software) using an exponential one-phase association with least squares fit. Half-time to recovery was determined from the regression curves.

Accession codes {#s23}
---------------

All datasets from this study have been uploaded to the Gene Expression Omnibus under accession no. [GSE122341](GSE122341).

Online supplemental material {#s24}
----------------------------

Fig. S1 shows MET-2::FLAG::mCherry functionality, by RNAi, H3K9me2 Western blot, RT-PCR of repeat expression, and H3K9me2 IF, as well as MET-2::FLAG::mCherry sensitivity to 1,6-hexanediol. Fig. S2 shows RNAi efficiency by RT-qPCR, ARLE-14 interactome, and iBAQ values of MET-2, LIN-65, and ARLE-14 interactions. Fig. S3 summarizes the interdependencies between MET-2, LIN-65, and ARLE-14; RNAi efficiency against lin-65 and arle-14; and the sensitivity of LIN-65::GFP foci to 1,6 hexanediol. Fig. S4 supports the mislocalization of MET-2 upon loss of LIN-65 shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. S5 shows the correlation between RNA-seq replicas from [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and additional LEM-2 ChIP-seq tracks for chromosomes III--V. Videos referred to in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} are available as Videos 1 and 2. Table S1 lists all strains, and Table S2 lists the gRNAs used in this study.
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